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Abstract
Planners from the family of Graphplan(Graphplan, IPP,
STAN...)are presently considered as the most efficient
ones on numerous planning domains. Their partially
ordered plans can be represented as sequencesof sets of
simultaneousactions. Usingthis representation and the
criterion of independence,Graphplanconstrains the choice
of actions in such sets. Wedemonstratethat this criterion
can be partially relaxed in order to producevalid plans in
the sense of Graphplan. Our planner LCGPneeds fewer
levels than Graphplanto generate these plans (the same
number in the worst cases). Then we present an
experimentalstudy whichdemonstratesthat, in classical
planning domains, LCGP"practically" solves more
problems than planners from the family of Graphplan
(Graphplan, IPP, STAN...). In most cases, these tests
demonstrate the best performances of LCGP.Then, we
present a domain-independent
heuristic for variable and
domain ordering. LCGPis thus improved using this
heuristic, and comparedwith HSP-R,a very efficient
non-optimal sequential planner, based on an heuristic
backwardstate space search.
1 Introduction
Since some years, the development of a new family of
planning systems based on the planner Graphplan (Blum
and Furst 1995) leads to numerousevolutions in planning.
Graphplan develops, level after level, a compact search
space called a planning-graph. During this construction
stage, it does not use all the informations (exclusion
relations amongstate variables or actions) that are
progressively taken into account in the other planning
techniques (state space search, search in the space of
partial plans). These constraints are only computedand
memoizedat each level as mutual exclusions in the way
of CSP(Kambhampati1999a, 1999b). The search space
easier to develop but, on the other side, its achievement
does not coincide with the obtaining of a solution. A
second stage (extraction stage) is necessary to try
extract a valid plan from the planning-graph and the sets
of mutual exclusions.
Several techniques have been employed to improve
Graphplan: reduction of the search space before the
extraction stage (Fox and Long 1998; Nebel, Dimopoulos,
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and Koehler 1997), improvement of the domain and
problem representation language (Koehler et al. 1997;
Weld, Anderson, and Smith 1998; Gu6r6 and Alami 1999;
Koehler 1998), improvement of the extraction stage
(Kambhampati 1999a, 1999b; Kautz and Selman 1999;
Long and Fox 1999; Fox and Long 1999; Zimmermanand
Kambhampati 1999).
2 Summary of our method
In all these works, the structure of the generated plans
remains the same whatever the construction graph method
is. A plan can indeed be represented as a minimal
sequence of sets of simultaneous actions: each step of the
algorithm produces a level of the planning-graph, each
level being connectedto a set of simultaneousactions.
In a plan of Graphplan (minimal sequence of sets of
simultaneous actions), the computation of the final
situation EI- produced by the simultaneous application of
the actions of a set Q from an initial situation E, - is
independent of the order employedto apply these actions.
The final situation remains the same whatever the order of
these actions in the sequence is, provided that Q checks a
property I (Independence). This property is easy to test
and I(Q) denotes that Q verifies the property I. Ef
directly computedfrom the initial situation E~ and from
the simultaneousapplication of the actions of the set Q: Ej,
=g(E~, Q).
Wehave established another property A (Authorization)
whichis less restrictive than I and easier to verily (I(Q)
A(Q)). This property guarantees the existence of at least
one serialization S of the actions of Q (but does not
require its computation). The application of this sequence
to Ei can be identically computed(E.r = g(Ei, Q)) but Ej
can no more be considered as the result of the
simultaneousapplication of the actions of Q.
Then, we have developed a Graphplan-like planner
called LCGP(Least Committed Graphplan, see (Cayrol,
R~gnier and Vidal 2000)) which works in the same way:
incrementally constructs a stratified graph, then searches
it to extract a plan. The graph that Graphplanwould have
built is a subgraph of the one of LCGP(of. example
6.4). So, goals generally appear sooner (at the same time
in the worst cases). LCGPtransforms then the produced
plan into a Graphplan-like plan. The earlier obtaining of a
solution is done to the prejudice of the optimality of these
Cayrol
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plans in the sense of Graphplan (number of levels).
practice, in classical benchmarks(Logistics, Ferry...).
LCGPrapidly gives a solution when Graphplan is unable
to producea plan after a significant running time.
At first, we will formalize the structure of the plans of
Graphplan(cf. § 3). Then, we will suggest that Graphplan,
using the Independence criterion, over-constrains the
choice of the actions into the sets of simultaneousactions
(cf. § 4). Wewill demonstrate that we can relax this
criterion by changing the structure of the produced plans.
For lack of space, cf. (Vidal 2000) for details
demonstrations and algorithms.

3 Semanticsand formalizationof the plans of
Graphplan
The most important element of a plan is the action, which
is an instance of an operator. In Graphplan, operators are
Strips-like
operators,
without negation in their
preconditions. Weuse a first order logic language L.
constructed from the vocabularies l,:r,
Ve, Vp that
respectively denote finite disjoint sets of symbo]s of
variables, constants and predicates. We do not use
symbolsof functions.
Definition I: Anoperator, denoted by o, is a triple (pr,
ad, tit,) where pr, ad and de denote finite sets of atomic
formulas in the language L. Prec(o), Add(o) and Delfo)
respectively denote the sets pr. ad and de of the operator
o. O denotes the finite set of operators.
Definition 2: A state is a finite set of ground atomic
formulas (i.e. without any symbol of variable). A ground
atomic formula is also called a proposition. P denotes the
set of all the propositions that can be constructed with the
language L.
Definition 3: An action denoted by a is a ground instance
oO= (prO, adO, deO) of an operator o which is obtained by
applying a substitution 0 defined with the language L such
that ado and deOare disjoint sets. Prec(a), Add(a), Del(a)
respectively denote the sets ptf), adO. deO and represent
the preconditions, adds and deletes of a.
Definition 4: A denotes the finite set of actions obtained
by applying all the possible ground instanciations of the
operators of O.
The main structure we are going to define, the sequence
of sets of actions, will be used later to represent the plans
of Graphplan and LCGP:it defines the order in which the
sets of actions are considered from the point of view of
the execution of the actions they contain.
Definition 5: A sequence of sets of actions is a finite and
ordered series of finite sets of actions. A sequence of sets
of actions S is noted (Q~),, with n ~ IN and i ~ [1, n]. lfn
= 0, S is the emptysequence: S = (Q~)0= 0; if n > 0, s can
be noted (Q, Q.- ..... (2,,). If the sets of actions
singletons (i.e. Ql = {al}, Q2= {a,} ..... Q, = {a,}), the
associated sequence of sets of actions is called sequence
of actions and will be (incorrectly) noted (a~. a, ..... a,.).
The set of finite sequencesof finite sets of actions formed
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from the set of actions A is denoted by (2’~) *. The set of
sequences of actions formedusing the set of actions A is
denoted by A*.
Definition 6: Wedefine the following functions:
¯ first: (2a)* - {0} ---> 2a is definedby: first((Qb Q_,.....
Q.)) Qt.
¯ rest: (2a) * - {0} -> (2a)* is defined by: rest((Q~. Q,,.
.... Q,)) = (Oz..... Q,).
Definition 7: Let S, S’ ~ (2a) * be two sequences of sets
of actions with S = (Q~), and S’ = (Q’~)
The
com’atemTtion(noted ~) of S and S’ is defined by:
S ~ S’ =(R~),+,,, withR~= (if i _< n then Qi else Q’;).
*.
is an internal compositionlaw in (2"~)
Definition 8: A linearization aof a set of actions Q ~ 2
with Q = {aL..... a,} is a permutationof Q, i.e. a sequence
of actions S such as there is a bijection b: [I, n] ---> Q
whereS = (b(1) ..... bOO).The linearization of the empty
set {} is the empty sequence 0. The set of all the
linearizations of Q is denoted by Lin(Q).
Notations:If Qis the set of actions Q= {at ..... a, }, then:
¯ the union of the preconditions of the elements of Q is
noted Prec(Q): Prec(Q) = Prec(a~) u ... u Prec(a,),
¯ the union of the adds of the elements of Q is noted
Add(Q): Add(Q)= Add(at) u ... ~ Add(a,),
¯ the union of the deletes of the elements of Q is noted
DeI(Q): DeI(Q)= Del(at) u ... u Del(a,).
This is also available if Q is the sequence of actions Q =

<a,..... a.).
It" Q = ~ or Q = 0, Prec(Q) = Add(Q)= DeI(Q)
In :t plan of Graphplan, a set of actions represents
actions that can be executed in any order, and even in
parallel, without changing the resulting state. In this
paper, we will systematically use the expression set of
simultaneousactions - and not set of parallel actions - to
stress the fact that actions belong to the same set (that
represents a same level of the planning-graph) without
fixing in advance their future order of execution. The
expression set of parallel actions will be reserved for a set
of actions that can be executedin parallel.
As the majority of partial order planners (UCPOP,
SNLP...), Graphplan strongly constrains the choice of
actions so as to obtain the same resulting state with a
parallel or sequential execution of a plan.
To achieve this result using a Strips description of
actions, eve~’ action in a set must be independentwith the
others, i.e. their effects must not be contradictory (not any
action must delete an add effect of another one) and they
must not interact
(not any action must delete
precondition of another one).
Definition 9: Twoactions a~ ¢ a., E A are independentiff
(Add(a0 u Prec(a0) n Del(a,)
and (Add(a,) u Prec(a.,)) n Del(al)
Anindependentset represents a set of parallel actions: the
actions of this set are independentpairwise.
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Definition 10: A set of actions Q ¯ 2A is an independent
set iff the actions of this set are independentpairwise, i.e.:
V at ~ a:¯ Q, (Prec(a,) u Add(a0) c~ Del(a,)
Let us notice that for two actions to be executable in
parallel, another condition must be true: they must not
have incompatible preconditions. Graphplan and LCGP
detect and take advantage of these incompatibilities.
A sequence(Q~..... Q,,) of sets of simultaneousactions
partially defines the order of execution of the actions. The
end of the execution of each action in Qi must precede the
beginning of the execution of each action in Q~,I. This
implicates that the execution of all the actions in Q,.
precedes the execution of all the actions in Qm.
Let us formalize a plan of Graphplan, by defining an
application to simulate the execution of a sequence of sets
of actions from an initial representation of the world. If a
sequence of sets of actions cannot be applied to a state,
the result will be _1_, the impossiblestate.
Definition 11: Let 91: (2ru {±}) x (2"~)* --~ (2ru {_l_}),
defined as:
Eg~S=
If S= 0 or E=±
then E
else If first(S) is independentand Prec(first(S))
then [(E - Del(first(S))) u Add(first(S))]
else ±.
Definition 12: A sequence of sets of actions S ¯ (2a) * is a
plan for a state E¯ (2vu {_l_}), in relation to 91, iffEgl
a_l_.
WhenE 9t S # _l., we can associate a semantics to S which
is connected with the execution of actions in the real
world, because we are sure (in a static world) that our
prediction of the final state is correct.
Notation: whenthere is no ambiguity,((...{(E 91 St) "3i
91... )~ S,,) will be notedE 91S~9t S_, 91... 91S,,.
The successive application of ~ to two sequences of sets
of actions and to a state gives the same result than the
application of the concatenation of these two sequences to
the samestate.
Property 1: Let E ¯ (2I’ w {_l_}) be a state and &, S:
(2A)* tWOsequences of sets of actions. Then:
E 91 (Sl ¯ $2) = E ~ St 9t S:.
The Theorem I establishes the essential property of
Graphplan: the actions of a plan of Graphplanthat can be
executed in parallel give the same result whenthe)’ art,
executed sequentially, whatever the order of execution is.
Theorem1: Let E ¯ (2I’ *u {l}) be a state and S ¯ (2A)
-- {0l a sequenceof sets of actions, with S = (Qt ..... Q,).
Then:
E 91 S # ± =-~ V S~ ¯ Lin(Q0..... V S~ ¯ Lin(Q,),
E ffi S = E gl (St ~ ... ~S,,).
The proof of this theoremis based on the folloowing three
lemmas.
Lemma
1: Let A, A~ ..... A,, Bj ..... B,. be sets such as V i
¯ [1, n-l], Ai+t ~ (Bt u ... u Bi) = O. Then:

(A - (A~w... u A,)) k,) (B1 u ...
= ((...((A - Ai) k.) Bt) - ...) - A,)
The following lemma will be used to calculate the
application of a sequence of actions to a state (different
from _1_7 whenit contains all the preconditions of every
action of the sequence and when an action never deletes
the preconditions of another one which succeeds to it
(immediatelyor not). In this particular case, the result
alwaysdifferent from_1_.
Lemma2: Let E ¯ 2I’ be a state and S ¯ A* a sequence of
actions, with S = (ai)~, such as: Prec(S) c E and V i ¯ [1,
n-l], Prec(am) n (Del(at) u ... u Del(a3) = O.
E 91 S = ((...((((E - Del(a0) u Add(at)) Add(a2)) - ...) - Del(a,)) w Add(a~).
Lemma
3: Let E ¯ (2I’ u {_1_}) be a state and Q ¯ a aset
of actions. Then:
E 91 (Q) :~ _1_ ~ V S ¯ Lin(Q), E ~R(Q) = E
Now, we are going to question this property. Wecan
remarkthat E ¯ ({at ..... a,}) = E 9~ (a~ ..... a,) when
¯ [1, n-l], Del(a,+t) (3 (Add(at) u ... u Add(a~))
V i ¯ 11. n-ll, Prec(a~t) n (Del(al) u ... u Del(a3)
In this case, we can see that E 91 (a~ ..... a,) can
computedwithout knowingthe order of the actions of the
sequence(al ..... a~).

4 Towardsa new structure for plans
Graphplan imposes very strong conditions on the plans
using the independence property to choose the actions in
the sets of simultaneous actions. So, if necessary, it is
always possible to execute these actions in parallel. Now,
we are going to demonstrate that we can modify this
property to relax a part of the constraints on simultaneous
actions and nevertheless produce plans.
Whenwe do this modification, we can no more be sure
that the actions in a set of actions (actions at a samelevel)
can be executed in parallel because they are possibly not
independent. The main idea of Graphplan is preserved
because these new sets of actions are used "in one piece":
we always try to establish all the preconditions of all the
actions in a set using the effects of the actions that belong
to another set of actions (at the precedentlevel).
Whenwe relax a part of the constraints on independent
actions, we define a more flexible relation (no more
symmetrical) between the actions: the authorization
relation. Anaction at authorizes an action a2 if a2 can be
executed at the same time or after at. To achieve this
result it is sufficient to preserve two conditions among
conditions for independent actions: at must not delete a
precondition of a, (a, must be executable) and a, must not
delete a fact added by a.. This definition implies an order
for the execution of two actions: at authorizes a2 means
that if at is executed before a2, the add effects of a~ will
be preserved executing a2 and the preconditions of aa will
be preserved executing a~. On the other hand if a~ does
not authorize a: and if we execute at before a2, either a~
deletes an add effect of a~ (so the resulting state cannot be
computed by applying simultaneously a~ and a~), or a
Cayrol
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Definition 13: Anaction at E A attthorizes an action az
A (noted at Z a.,) iff (1) a, 4:a2 and (2) Add(a0Delia:)
= O and Prec(a,) n Del(a,) = 6. An action at forbids an
action a., iff the action a~ does not authorize a2. i.e. if
not(a~ Z a_,). Generally. the authorization is not an order
relation.
This authorization relation leads us to a new definition of
the sets that can belong to a plan. Thesesets will not be
independent sets. Wewant for every set of actions to find
at least one linearization of it that could be a plan. Sucha
linearization introduces a notion of order amongactions.
Definition 14: A sequence of actions (ai), ~ A i s
authorizediff Vi, j ~ I 1. n]. i <j ~ ai L a,, i.e.:
Vi ~ I1, n-l ], Del(a‘.,~) n (Add(at) u ... w Add(a,-))
and Prec(a,,l) n (Del(a~) u ... u Del(ai))
Definition 15: A set of actions Q ~ (2a)* is authorized (if
not it is forbidde,) iff one can find an authorized
linearization S e Lin(Q). Wewill note LinA(Q)the set
all the authorized linearizations of Q:
LinA(Q)= {S ~ Lin(Q) I S is an authorized iinearization
So. a set of actions is authorized if one can find an order
amongthe actions of the set such as no action in the set
deletes either an add effect of a preceding action or a
precondition of a following action.
Let us define 9~*. a new application of a sequence of
sets of actions to a state that uses the authorization
relation between actions. Our planner LCGPwill be based
on 9~.*. With this definition, we can demonstrate a new
theorem to compute the resulting state (Theorem2). This
theorem does not use. all the linearizations
of the
independentsets of actions but only the linearizations that
respect the authorization constraints amongactions of the
sets (authorized linearizations).
Definition 16: Let 9~*: (2 r u {!}) x (2a) * --> (2ru {±}).
defined as:
Eg~* S=
If S=0 or E=±
then E
else If first(S) is authorlzed and Prec(first(S))
then [(E- Del(first(S))) u Add(first(S))l 9~*
else ±.
Definition 17: A sequence of sets of actions S ~ (2a) * is a
plan for a state E ~ (2 e u {±}). in relation to ’31". iff
~* S ~.l_.
WhenE q.l* S ~ ±, we can associate a semantics to S
(different from the semantics related to plans that are
recognized using 9l). This semantics is connected with the
execution of actions in the real world because we are sure
(in a static world) that our prediction of the final state
correct.
The Property 1, Lemma1 and Lemma2 remain true
replacing ¢J1 by 91". The Theorem2 we achieve is close to
Theorem1 (its proof is alike): the application of every
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of sets of’ actions of a plan of ~*
always gives the sameresult.
Theorem2: Let E ~ (2 v *u {1}) be a state and S e (2a)
- {0} a sequenceof sets of actions, with S = (Qt ..... Q,).
Then:
E 9~.* S * _L ~ V S, ~ LinA(Q~)..... V S. ~ LinA(Q.),
E 9i* S = E 9~*(S, ¯ ... O)S,,).

5 Relations between the formalisms
The independenceand authorization relations are strongly
related, so the two formalisms are connected and a plan
Ibr 9~ is a plan for 9~*:
Theorem3: Let E ~ (2" u {J_}) be a state and S ~ (2’)*
sequenceof sets of actions. Then:
E9~ S~:± ~ Eg~* S= Eg~ S.
Wecan also demonstrate that if a sequence of sets of
actions S is not a plan tbr a situation E in relation to 91", it
is neither a plan for E in relation to "3i:
Eg"~* S= £ ~ E9l S = I.
There is another connection between the plans recognized
by 91 and the plans recognized by 91": all the plans
constructed using the authorized linearizations of the sets
of actions of a plan recognized by 91". are recognized by
91. Moreover.the application of 9~* on the original plan
produces the same resulting state than the application of
91 on every plan constructed using the authorized
linearizations of the sets of actions of the plan.
Theorem4: Let E E (2 r *u {±}) be a state and S ~ (2A)
- {0} a sequence of sets of actions, with S = (Qi .... Q,).
Then:
E 91" S ~ _L ~ V S, ~ LinA(Q~)..... V S. ~ l.inA(Q.),
E 9¢.* S = E 9~ (S~ ¯ ... ¯ S.).
This theorem is essential and gives meaningto the plans
recognized by 9"~*: an elementary transformation (the
search of an authorized linearization of every set of
actions) produces a plan recognized by 9¢ (and that
Graphplan would have produced).

6 Integration of this newstructure of plans in
Graphplan
Now, we are going to explain the modifications we have
done on Graphplan to implement this new formalism in
LCGP. To sum up, one can remember that
a
planning-graphis a graph constituted by successive levels,
each one is marked with a positive integer and is
constituted by a set of actions and a set of propositions.
The level 0 is an exception and only contains propositions
representingfacts of the initi:d state.
6.1 Extending the planning-graph
During this stage, the only difference between Graphplan
and LCGPis about the computation of the exclusion
relation betweenactions. In Graphplan, two actions at and
a2 are mutually exclusive iff (1) they are different and (2)
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they are not independent (i.e. one of them forbids the
other: not(at Z a2) or not(a2 Z at)), or if a precondition
one is mutually exclusive with a precondition of the other.
In LCGP,the exclusion relation between actions is thus
defined:
Def’mition 18: Two actions at, a2 ~ A are mutually
exclusive iff (1) at ~ a2 and (2) each of themforbids
other: not(a~ Z aa) and not(a2 z£ a0, or if a precondition
of one is in mutual exclusion with a precondition of the
other.
This new definition of the mutual exclusion (or in
Graphplan, and in LCGP),implies that LCGPfinds fewer
mutually exclusive pairs of actions than Graphplan (the
same numberin the worst cases). Consequently, a level
of LCGPwill include more actions and propositions than
a level n of Graphplan (cf. example of § 6.4) because
actions can sometimes be applied earlier in LCGP(given
a level n, the graph of Graphplanis a subgraph of the one
of LCGP).The graph of LCGPgrows faster and contains.
for a same numberof levels, more potential plans than the
graph of Graphplan (the same numberin the worst cases).
The extension of the graph finishes earlier too because the
goals generally appear before being produced by
Graphplan(at the samelevel in the worst cases).
6.2 Searching for a plan
After the construction stage, Graphplantries to extract a
solution from the planning-graph, using a level-by-level
approach. It begins with the set of propositions
constructed at the last level (that includes the goals) and
inspects the different sets of actions that assert the goals.
It chooses one of them (backtrack point) and searches
again, at the previous level, for the sets of actions that
assert the preconditions of these actions... At each level,
the actions of the chosen set must be independent two by
two and their preconditions
must not be mutually
exclusive to be in agreement with the associated
semantics (parallel actions, cf. § 3). So, Graphplantests,
using the exclusion relations, that there is no pair of
mutually exclusive actions.
In LCGP, mutual exclusions are not sufficient
to
preserve a set of actions for a plan. This set must also be
authorized (of. Definition 15), i.e. one must find
sequence of actions (authorized sequence) such as not any
action deletes a precondition of a following action or an
add effect of a previous action of the sequence. This
condition (to check wether a set of actions is authorized)
can be verified using a modified topological sort
algorithm (polynomial) to test that the graph of the
Definition 19 (for the considered set of actions), is
directed acyclic graph (DAG):
Definition 19: Let Q E 2A be a set of actions, with Q =
{at ..... a,}. The authorization graphAG(N,C) of Q is
oriented graph defined by:
¯ N is the set of the nodes such that for each action a,
there is only one associated node of N noted n(a3: N
{ n(at)..... n(a,)

¯

C is the set of arcs that represent the order constraints
amongactions: there is an arc from n(at) to n(aj) iff
execution of ai must precede the execution of as, i.e.
if as forbidsat:
V at ~ as ~ Q, (n(a~), n(as)) E C ¢=# not(aj

Indeed, we can demonstrate that:
Theorem5: Let Q ~ 2a be a set of actions and AG(N,C)
the authorization graph of Q. Then:
AGhas no cycle ~=# Q is authorized.
6.3 Return of the plan
The plan that LCGPreturns is not recognized by ¢~
(which recognizes plans of Graphplan) but by 9~*. A plan
of LCGPcan be transformed into a plan recognized by
Graphplan, by using a modified version of the polynomial
algorithm of (R6gnier and Fade 1991), revised and
formalized by (Backstr0m 1998, p. 119) whodemonstrates
that it finds the optimal reordering in numberof levels of
the plan (i.e. in numberof sets of independentactions).
As for the search of an authorized sequence of a set of
actions, this stage will be decomposedin two parts. At
first, we build a graph that represents the constraints of
the plan (i.e. order relations and independencerelations
amongactions), and then we use a modified topological
sort algorithm on this graph to find the sequenceof sets of
actions correspondingto the plan-solution.
Definition 20: Let E ~ 2e be a state and S ~ (2A)* a
sequence of sets of actions, with S = (Qi ..... On), such as
E .q~* S ~ _L. The partial order graphPOG(N,C) of S is
oriented graph defined by:
¯ N is the set of the nodes such that for each action a
Qi, V i ~ [1, n], there is only one associated node of
N noted n(a),
¯ C is the set of arcs that represent the constraints
amongactions: there is an arc fromn(a~) to n(as) iff
execution of a~ must precede the execution of as, i.e.:
(n(ai), n(as)) E
(ai =~as ~ Qkwith k ~ [ 1, n] and not(as L a.))
or

(ai~ Q, andas~ Qr, and 1 <k<p<nand
(not(as Z a~) or not(al as) orAdd
(a~) n Prec(as)¢O))
The only difference
with the PRF algorithm
in
(B~ckstrOm,1998) is that we must take into account the
fact that actions in a same set can be not independent (in
that case, they are authorized because E ~* S ~ _1_). So,
we must order these actions in the same way we do to
checkwether a set of actions is authorized (cf. § 6.2).
6.4 Example
The following exampleillustrates the difference between
Graphplan and LCGP.The set of propositions is P = {a,
b, c, d} and the set of actions is {A, B, C}, with:
Prec(A) = {a}
Prec(B) = {a}
Prec(C) = {b,
Add(A) = {b}
Add(B) = {c}
Add(C) = [d}
DeI(A) =
Del(B) = {a}
DeI(C) =
Cayrol
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The initial state of the problemis / = {a}, and the goal is
G = {d}. Figure 1, the planning-graph of Graphplan.

Level0

LevelI

Level2

Level3

Figure 1: The planning-graph of Graphplan
The actions A and B are mutually exclusive, because B
deletes a (precondition of A). At the level 1, the pairs
mutually exclusive propositions are {a, c} and {b, c}. So.
the action C cannot be used at the level 2 to produce the
goal. At this level, b and c does not remain mutually
exclusive, because the no-op of b and the action B are
independent. The action C can be applied at the level 3.
The produced plan is (A, B. C’). Figure 2. the
planning-graph of LCGP.

Level0

LevelI

Level _

Figure 2: The planning-graph of I,CGP
The main difference is that A and B are not mutually
exclusive, because A authorizes B (A Z B). Thus, at the
level 1, the propositions b and c are not mutually
exclusive, and the action C can be applied at the level 2.
The producedplan is ({A. B}, {C}), that is not recognized
by Res: {A, B} is not an independent but an authorized set
of actions. Using the § 6.3 algorithm, we obtain the same
plan than Graphplan:(A, B, C).

7 Empirical evaluation
Here are the results of the tests we performed with our
own implementation of Graphplan (we will call it GP).
GP and LCGPshare most of their code: differences
between the two planners are minimal (of. § 6). The
common part includes well-known improvements of
Graphplan: EBL/DDBtechniques from (Kambhampati
1999a) and a graph construction inspired by (Long and
Fox 1999). GP and LCGPare implemented in Allegro
Common
Lisp 5.0. and all the tests have been pertbrmed
with a Pentium-ll 450Mhzmachine with 256Mbof RAM.
running Debian GNU/Linux2.0.
7.1 Comparison
between
Graph#an-based
planners
Wecompared four planners based on Graphplan in the
Logistics domain: IPP v4.0, STANv3.0, GP and LCGP.
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IPP and STAN are highly optimized
planners
implemented in C for IPP, and in C++ for STAN. We
used the 30 problems given in the BI.ACKBOX
distribution (Kautz and Selman1999).
Oneof the particularities of the Logistics domainis that
plans can contain a lot of parallel actions: Graphplanfinds
manyindependent actions, so there is fewer constraints
fin relation to the number of actions) than in other
domains, like blocks-world domain with one arm.
However, numerous constraints found by Graphplan can
be relaxed by LCGPto becomeauthorization constraints.
For example, in Graphplan, the two actions "load a
packagein an airplane at place A" and "fly this airplane
from place A to place B" are not independent: one
precondition of the first action (the airplane must be at
place A) is deleted by the second action. In LCGP,the
first action authorizes the second so they can appear
simultaneously in an authorized set. The results of these
tests are shownin Table 1.
Amongthe three planners based on Graphplan (which
use the independence relation),
STANis the most
efficient. Tworeasons can explain this result: STAN
has
the EBL/DDBcapacities
described in (Kambhampati
1999b), and it preserves only the actions that are relevant
for each problem thanks to its pre-planning type analysis
tools ~Fox and Long 1998). Then comes GP, which solves
fewer problems than STANbut significantly
more than
IPP. GPis fasten" than IPP except on 2 problems. This can
be explained by the EBL/I)DBcapabilities of GP.
Our planner, LCGP, solves all the problems with
extremely good performances compared to the other
planners. STANis however faster than LCGP in 9
problems, but there is no doubt about the possible
efficiency of LCGPif it had the same features as STAN
(C++implementation and pre-planning analysis tools).
most of the problems, the planning-graph construction
takes almost all the time: the search time is then
negligible. Only a few problems (log.c, IogOl7, log02(),
Iog023) take relatively more time due to the hardness of
search in the second stage. The improvementis evident:
LCGPruns on the average 1800 times taster than GP on
the problems solved by both planners. This result can be
explained by the reduction of the search space (cf. § 6, the
numberof levels needed to solve the problems).
Noneof these planners produces systematically optimal
solutions Cin numberof actions), but their plans contain
approximately the same number of actions. LCGPis not
optimal in number of levels (in the sense of Graphplan,
with the independence relation: LCGPis optimal in
numberof levels with the authorization relation), but the
size of the plan does not seem to be degraded: even more,
LCGPsometimes gives the best solution (cf. logOlO,
logOl3, Iog025...).
7.2 An efficient heuristic for variable and domain
orderings
The planning-graph
of Graphplan and the dynamic
constraint satisfaction problem are closely connected as
demonstrated in (Kambhampatii999b). A proposition
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CPUtime (see.)

Ratio
TimeGP/ J
TimeLCGP
1.29
33.05
14.62
133.56
43,043.43
>379

Problems
IPP
STAN
GP
IPP
LCGP
STAN
0.41
0.32
25
25
log.easy
0.06
0.05
~’ocket.a ]
23.09
16.29
0.49
30
rocket.b
34.40
24.34
5.85
0.40
26
26
2,174.07
4.34
164.01
1.23
54
54
Io~.a
Iog.b
5,820.92
5.67 76,402.09
1.78
45
44
6,135.85
>86,400
227.69
52
Io~.e
22,105.24
3.89
68
lol;.d
>86,400
>86,400
4.46
_>19,355
io8.d3
>86,400
23.88
log.dl
>3,619
1,861.77
0.59
28.53
3.28
8.70 43
43
Io~010
218.03
8,635.85
2.18
48
lo~011
3,965.04
74.40
0.77
6.61
I. 17
5.64 38
38
1o~012
Iogol3
523.24
4,526.88
3.70
1,222.82
67
6.04
5.00
Iogol4
122.65
i.17
1.21 70
71
logO15
_>86,400 >86,400
4.26
>20,267
4.13
Io~016
>86,400
101.07
->855
Io~017
log018
40.74
5.58
7.31
48
3.04
14.46
2.60
5.56
47
lo[g019
5.77
578.01
->149
logo20
->86,400[
Iog021
3,259.27
4.20
617.25
63
2,594.301
4.18
Iog022
->86,4001
_>20,690
_>955
61
!.og023 :
232.42 _>86,400 90.50
1...o.~024 .
286.80
3,349.58
3.96
846.71
64
1.46
12.62
3.38
3.74
57
1o~,025
.
0.64
4.85
3.10
1.56
51
1og026
Iogo27
23.15
_>86,400
3.41
_>25,345
71
_>86,400
11.61
->7,445
Iog028
8.27
5.96
1,39 46
49
Iogo29
3,558.05
1.191
1-.11
49.54
3.06
16.21
52
1o[030
Mean(*)
1,518.82
1,563.53
5,325.94
2.85
1,866.28 41.89 52.33
Mean (**)
36.95
_>927.82
"
(+) numberof levels of the plan after transformationbythe algorithmof § 6.3
(++)numberof levels of the plan beforetransformationby the algorithmof § 6.3
(’1 meanof solved problems(white cells). For LCGP
: meanof problemssolved by Graphplan.
(**) meanof the 30 problems.
C
] grey cell: failure in the resolutionof the corresponding
problem.

_>34,280.961

Table 1: Comparison between Graphplan-based
at a level n in the planning-graph corresponds to a single
variable p, in the dynamic CSP framework; and the set of
actions D that establish this proposition at this level n in
the planning-graph corresponds to the domain Dr, of the
variable p,, in the dynamic CSP framework.
Two orderings have a great influence on Graphplan’s
search. On one hand, is the ordering on variables during
search, also known as dynamic variable ordering (DVO).
(Kambhampati 1999b) reports limited improvements
performance, using the following heuristic:
choose first
the goal with the least establishers.
This heuristic has a
limited
effect
too when allying
DVO and forward
checking (we select then the goal that has the least
remainhzg establishers,
after pruning values from domains
by forward checking). On the other hand, is the ordering
on the values of the domains. This ordering can also be
considered dynamically during search (see sticky values
and folding the domain in (Kambhampati 1999b)).

planners

Levels
LCGP
GP
GP LCGP
(4-)
(++)
25
25
9
9
6
30
28
7
7
4
26
26
7
7
4
54
54
11
11
7
45
45
13
13
8
53
>11
13
8
73
15
9
72
_>13 13
8
68
>14
17
10
42
41
10
11
7
49
7
48
11
11
38
38
8
8
5
67
66
11
11
7
70
75
10
11
7
61
> 11
13
7
40
16
9
44
>i 6
17
I0
52
50
11
11
7
46
50
11
12
7
87
->i4
15
9
63
66
11
12
7
74
_>14 15
9
61
_>13 13
8
64
67
12
13
8
58
56
12
13
8
50
50
12
12
8
72
_>13
14
8
78
_>14 14
9
46
46
10
11
7
52
52
13
13
8
48.67 49.11 10.50 10.89 6.78
55.57 >__11.5012.37 7.53

Actions

in the Logistics

domain

We describe
here a simple domain-independent
heuristic
for DVO and for static
domain ordering
(domains are ordered before the search stage), that gives
good results with LCGP. This heuristic is very efficient
(see Table 2) in several
domains (Ferry,
Gripper,
Blocks-world, Logistics...),
but leads to bad results in the
Tower of tlanoi domain.
The idea is the following: for DVO,we select first the
proposition
whose starting
level ~ is the highest; for
domain ordering, we select first the action whose starting
level is the lowest. Indeed, to minimize the search space
when attempting to satisfy a set of propositions, we must
consider first the most constrained propositions: the ones
that appear in a high level are the most likely to have still
mutexes between their establishers
(because mutual
exclusions
between propositions
and actions tend to
]By starting level of a proposition (or action), we mean the
numberof the first level in which this proposition (or action)
appears.
Cayrol
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disappear when the planning-graph grows). On the other
hand, we choose first the establishers
that appear the
earliest in the planning-graph because their preconditions
!

Ratio
TimeLCGP/

CPUtime (sec.)

Problems

LCGPI+DVO

fe~’6.
........~_~- 3,051
ferry8
/
gripper6
gripper8
bw-large-a
bw-large-b
Iog.c
log020
hanoi5

387:51’:
1.45
165.81
¯ 3.42
257.65
227.69,
578.01
8.41i

are more likely to be no more mutually exclusive.
The usual strategy for static domain ordering consists in
privileging thc choice of no-ops. U’sing another strategy

l_IExpanded

nodes (*)

Actions

TimeLCGP+DVO[ LC(;P
+DVO ].ccP
10.17
10,512!
654 23
2.51
154.39
995.3391 4,958 31
0.39
3.74
528
17
3,9621
8.02
20.68
409,0191
9,489
23
2.49
1.37
171
87
12
19.13
13.47
6,866 18
22,3591
272 53
1.81
125.80
443,054i
4,199
87
8.38
68.97
. 765804
10.48
0.80
3,885
10.326 32

0.30

I

DVO
23
31
17
23
12
18
62
93
32

l.evels
(+)
23
31
11
15 12
18 -13
15
32

(++1
12
16
6
8
12
18
8
9
21

(+) numberof levels of the plan after transformationby the algorithmof § 6.3
(++) numberof levels of the plan before transformationby the algorithmof § 6.3
(*) expanded nodes tbr LCGPcorresponds to the number of calls of the function Find-Plan (see Kambhampati
1999b))modifiedas stated in § 6.2. Find-Planis called onelime for each set of propositionsto bc established.
"Fable 2: Benefits

Total time (sec.)
Problems "-iisI~’R I LCGP
log.easy
0.04
0.32
rocket.a
......
O~64 0.34
rocket.b
0.041
0.36
Iog.a
0.091
1.02
0.08
1.38
Iog.b
0.14
1.81
Iog.c
0.43
3.60
Iog.d
log.d3
0.58
3.81
Iog.dl
0.29
3.57
IogOlO
0.38
3.28
0.21
1.89
IogOll
0.17
1.14
IogO12
0.50
3.35
IogO13
IogOI4
0.57
4.38
0.43
3.90
log015
logO16
0.13
6.17
0.13
2.61
log017
log018
0.87
5.52
0.29
2.62
logO19
8.38
log020
0.63
4.30
1o~021
0.56
1og022
0.47
3.85
Iog023
0.35
3.77
0.41
3.17
1o$024
0.36
3.14
Iog025
0.30
3.08
Io~026
0.41
1og027
3.30
Iog028
1.03
8.13
0.79
5.94
Iog029
0.34
3.07
!o[030
0.37
3.37
Mean

of the DVOheuristic

Search time (sec.I Expandednodes

Actions

EISP-R
LCGP n~-R LCGP IISP-R
LCGP
0.009
0.001
50
7 27
25
0.01%
0.015
59 36 28
26
0.018, 0.005
60
7 29
28
0.051~
0.005
191
11 67
65
272 51
51
0.038
0.094
137
0.084
0.157
236
272 69
62
0.251
0.009
280
13 81
75
0.354
0.007
317:
9 82
78
0.14i
75
0.147
2191 177 77
43
0.194
(I.004
1791 8_ 46
0.096
0.009
156
13 54 : 55
0.072
0~003
142
6 41 i 40
0.007
2"~
8 . 74.
74
(I.295
263
8 82
71
0.310
0.006
0.477
222 406
69
65
0.222
0.040
4.483
45
103 10,965 44
0.046
0.750
118 3,067 48
43
0.431
0.004
227
8 56
5(1
0.127
0.004
146
8 50
52
0.378
3.861
340 4,199 99
93
0.330
0.006
276
8 69
67
0.290
0.072
323
lOt 87
86
0.586
197
415 70
65
0.177
9 73
68
0.228
0.006
232
206
9 67
64
0.187
0.006
53
0.008
154
15 52
0.124[
260
15 76
76
0.2351 0.011
0.103
399
121 88
83
0.673
248
8 50
48
0.434
0.006
52
0.160
0.005
180
9 52
0.201
0.36 206.27 673.67 61.93 59.27

j Greyceils: problemsin whichLCGP
makcsmorebacktracks than HSP-R
andin whichLI2GP’ssearch time is higher than HSP-R’s
one.
Table 3: Comparison LCGP+DVO
and HSP-R in the Logistics
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can
lead
to 2000
a degradation
in Copyright
the quality
of the
solution
in
If we
nowlook at the quality of the solution, we see that
numberof actions of the plan (cf. Logistics domain, Table
whereas LCGP finds more actions using the DVO
2), However, for an efficiency purpose, we will employ
heuristic, it finds generally shorter plans than HSP-R.
our heuristic in what follows.
7,4 Ferry and Gripper domains
7.3 Comparison with HSP-R
Performances of LCGPin these domains are not as good
Thanks to our DVOheuristic, LCGPis more competitive
as in the Logistics domain, but are around 8 times better
with HSP-R(Bonet and Geffner 1999), which actually
than with GP(see Table 4 and Table 5). It is amazing
seems to be faster than Graphplan-based planners. We
see that in the Ferry domain, whoseproblems have linear
compare LCGPand HSP-Ron the Logistics domain, in
solutions, planning-graphs produced by LCGPare almost
which HSP-Rruns very fast (see Table 3).
2 times shorter than those of GP. Indeed, in LCGP,the
If we compare the total running time, we see that
actions "embarka car on side A" and "sail from side A to
HSP-Ris about 10 times faster than LCGP.But LCGPis
side B" can belong to the same authorized set, so as
implemented in CommonLisp + CLOS, and HSP-R in C
"debark a car at place B" and "sail from place B to place
which is certainly faster than Lisp. Furthermore, we have
not included the compilation time of the problems for
HSP-R, which took about 32 seconds (around l second
7.5 Blocks-world domain
per problem).
Weused the Prodigy version of this domain, with 6
Most of the running time of LCGPis spent building the
operators
and one arm. As there is no parallelism at all to
planning graph. Indeed, if we consider the only search
exploit, even for LCGP,the planning-graphs built by GP
time, LCGPis taster than HSP-R in 23 of the 30
and LCGPare exactly the same; so the search stage is
problems, which correlates exactly with the number of
performed in exactly the same way. Wecould however
expanded nodes. Furthermore, LCGPexpands less than 15
expect
LCGPto be slower than GP, because of the need
nodes in 19 of the problems while HSP-Rneeds around
to recognize the authorized sets (cf. § 6.3). But as there
200 nodes on these problems.
no parallelism, a set of actions considered during search

I

Ratio
Levels
Expanded
nodes
Actions
LCGP
Subgoals CPUt’nne (sec.)
TimeGP/
GP
(+)
[ GP "~ LCGP
TimeLCGP
GP
I,CGP
GP | LCGP
[ (++)
i
0.
0.t~il
i.54
T 3
3
3
3 : 2
~
-- 141
2
0.03~ 0.02
1.32
5 7 T. 7
7
4
1’----~.05-[
3
0.04
1.50
91.
13 I I ~ I 1
11
171 i 6
~
0.15~ 0.{)6
2.55
--506
51 15 I 15 --15
4
15 --8-5
0.52
0.12
4.46
2,007
198 19 ! 19
19
19
10
6
1.86
0.30
6.18
6,500
654 23
23
23 : 23
12
7 __
6.23
0.90
6.95
18,478
1,888 27
27
27 ] 27
14
8
18.95
2.51
7.55
48,1I 1
4,958 31
31
31 ! 3[
16
9
55.17
7.69
7.18
12,199 35
35
35
18
117,884
35
10
7.25
39
2()
152.63 21.05
276,770
28,695 39
39
39
11
421.15 55.54
7.58
630,3711 65,415 43
43
43
43 . 22
12
7.60
145,869 47 -- 47
1,404,787
--47 ’-""~’--[--~.i
] I,117.30 147.05
i
(+) number
of levels of the planafter transformation
bythe algorithmof § 6.3
(++)number
of levels of the planbeforetransformation
bythe algorithmof § 6.3
Table 4: Comparisonin the Ferry domain
Ratio
Subgoals CPUtime (see.)
TimeGP/
TimeLCGP
L GP ! LCGP
2
0.03
0.03
1.08
4
0.14
0.06
2.25
6
3.05
0.39
7.86
8
65.09
8.02
8.12
10
905.94 112.82
8.03
12
10,060.431,203.65
8.36

Expanded
nodes
GP
LCGP

Actions
GP LCGP
3
5
5
20 11
1I
6,750[
528 17
17
23
’)7,633.1 __9,489 23
29
928,12__.~ 86,076 29
6,8-i’8~b,4--~ 585,934 35 135
(+) number
of levels of the planafter transformation
bythe algorithmof § 6.3
(++)number
of levels of the planbeforetransformation
bythe algorithmof § 6.3

Levels
LCGP
GP
(+) L (++)
3
3
2
7
7
4
11
11 ¯ 6
15
15
8
19
19
12
23 7--23

Table 5: Comparison in the Gripper domain
Cayrol
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It is not useful to performthe authorization test on a set of
actions containing less than three "real" actions, because:
¯ one no-op always authorizes another no-op;
¯ if an action does not authorize a no-op, then the no-op
does not authorize the action, so they are mutually
exclusive (and vice versa);
¯ two actions that do not authorize themselves are
mutually exclusive.
Thu.~ the test of authorization of a set of actions is
performed on the set of the "real" actions of this set, if
they at’e -~t least three. This explains whyLCGPand GP
perform exactly the same in this domain (Ibr example
19.13 sees. in the problem bw-large-b).
8 Conclusion
None of the earlier improvements of Graphplan never
modified the structure of the planning-graph, with the
except of the modifications
used to improve the
expressiveness of the description language (conditional
effects, quantification...)
or to take into account
uncertainty. In Graphplan, the structure of the graph is
based on the concept of independence between actions,
that allows the generation of plans with parallel actions.
In this paper, we demonstrate that this condition can
advantageously be replaced by a less restrictive one: the
authorization between actions. The search space which is
then developed by LCGPbecomes more compact (fewer
levels than Graphplan), which tremendously speeds up the
search time in some domains. The loss of optimality in
the sense of Graphplan (in number of levels) does not
appear to be significant,
compared to the gain in
efficiency. Furthermore, the optimality in number of
actions is not related to the optimality in numberof levels
{.when parallelism is possible), so LCGPcan give better
solutions (in numberof actions) than Graphplan.
Wealso propose a domain-independent heuristic Ibr
variable and domain orderings that greatly improves
LCGP.but can degrade the quality of the plan. On the
Logistics
domain, LCGPbecomes competitive with
HSP-R,a very efficient heuristic search planner.
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